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1 Introduction

ParaView(http://www.paraview.org/) is an open-source, multi-platform data
analysis and visualization application. ParaView Users can quickly build visual-
izations to analyze their data using qualitative and quantitative techniques. The
goal of this document is to provide a guidance of using ParaView on Clemson’s
Palmetto Cluster.

2 Prerequisites

2.1 Palmetto Account

To request an account on Palmetto, users can go to the Palmetto homepage

https://www.palmetto.clemson.edu/palmetto/,

and navigate to New account in the green box. A detailed user’s guide of
Palmetto can be also found in this page.

2.2 Paraview Installation

The user can use ParaView on Palmetto either through X11 graphical forward-
ing or through the ParaView Client-Server framework, and the latter requires
an installation of ParaView on local machines. ParaView binary installers can
be download from

http://www.paraview.org/download/.

However, we recommend the user to build and compile the exact version of
ParaView that you will be using on Palmetto. Currently, Paraview 4.1.0 and
5.0.1 are supported on Palmetto.

It is important to install ParaView from source because the pre-compiled
binary may have issues integrating with the version installed on the Palmetto
Cluster. We refer readers to ParaView official guidance for building and in-
stalling the application on different operating systems:

http://www.paraview.org/Wiki/ParaView:

Build_And_Install#Checkout_Development_Version_from_git.

3 Running ParaView on Palmetto

3.1 X11 Forwarding

The most straight forward approach to run ParaView Palmetto is through X11
forwarding. We refer the readers to the Palmetto User’s Guide for details of
setting up X11 tunneling on different operating systems:

https://www.palmetto.clemson.edu/palmetto/pages/userguide.html

http://www.paraview.org/
https://www.palmetto.clemson.edu/palmetto/
http://www.paraview.org/download/
http://www.paraview.org/Wiki/ParaView:Build_And_Install#Checkout_Development_Version_from_git
http://www.paraview.org/Wiki/ParaView:Build_And_Install#Checkout_Development_Version_from_git
https://www.palmetto.clemson.edu/palmetto/pages/userguide.html


Once logged-in to a compute node, the user can add the module file of Par-
aView into the shell environment, and execute ParaView, e.g. v5.0, by using
the following command:

$ module add paraview /5 .0
$ paraview

3.2 Client-Server Mode

The other approach to use ParaView on Palmetto is through the Client-Server
mode supported by ParaView, which requires an installation of ParaView on
local machines. Using this mode, an ssh tunnel from the local machine to the
computing node on Palmetto on which the ParaView server will run needs to
be established.

To establish such an ssh tunnel on Linux OS, we need open two terminals.
In the first terminal, we access Palmetto front end and request a node by using
the following commands:

$ ssh username@user . palmetto . clemson . edu
$ qsub −I − l select=1: ncpus =4: mpiprocs =4:mem=64gb

where the parameters after −l can be varied for different requirments. Once the
job is scheduled correctly, the local machine ssh’d into a computing node, which
has a host-name nodeXXXX. Figure 1 shows an example where the hostname
is node2009

Figure 1: An example of accessing a computing node.

In the second terminal, we create an ssh tunnel from the local machine to
the computing node with the local port forward option by using the following
command:

$ ssh −L 11111 : node2009 :11111 username@user . palmetto . clemson . edu

where the first 11111 specify the source port on the local machine, while the
second 11111 specify the destination port on the server, which is node2009.

Then we switch back to the first terminal and run the ParaView server on
the computer node:

$ pvserver −−s e rver−port =11111



Figure 2: An example of establishing a ParaView server.

Figure 2 shows that a server has been successfully established on node2009.
To establish ssh tunnel on Windows OS, we need to use ssh clients, e.g.

Security Shell Client, PuTTY, etc. In this document, we demonstrate this
process by using PuTTY. First, we open a PuTTY client, setup the correct

Figure 3: Using PuTTY to connect to Palmetto.

hostname, as shown in Figure 3, connect to the login node on Palmetto, and
request a working node. Second, we open another PuTTY client and configure
the tunnel options. As shown in Figure 4, we set the Source Port as 11111,
the Destination as node0133:11111, and click the Add button to enable these
settings. This allows us to connect to Palmetto with port forwarding. Then we
can start a ParaView server on the computing node as what we did in Linux
OS.

Once the server has been established, we start a ParaView client on the local
machine and click the connect button, as circled in Figure 5, to add a server.
Figure 6 shows a screen shot of configuring a server on the client where the only
thing the user need to specify is the Name of the server, for instance, we name
the server as palmetto. Once we successfully connect to the server established
on Palmetto, the ParaView Pipeline Browser will display the name of the server
we just specified, as shown in Figure 7

4 Get Started with ParaView

This section gives a brief demonstration of using ParaView to visualize scientific
data sets. In addition, we would like to refer readers to the official ParaView



Figure 4: Using PuTTY to connect to Palmetto.

Figure 5: An example of running ParaView client.

Figure 6: An example of configuring server on ParaView client.



Figure 7: Successfully connecting to the server established on Palmetto.

on-line tutorial for a complete introduction:

http://www.paraview.org/Wiki/The_ParaView_Tutorial.

Figure 8: Visualizing fluid simulation inside of a pipe in ParaView.

Figure 8 exemplifies a visualization of a fluid simulation inside of a pipe in
ParaView. As highlighted in this image, the default GUI consists several major
panels:

• Pipeline Browser lists the data sets that have been loaded and the filters
have been applied to the data sets

• Information and Property panel shows statistical information of a

http://www.paraview.org/Wiki/The_ParaView_Tutorial


selected data set or filter in Pipeline Browser, and allows the user to
manipulate its property to modify the visualization

• Render View panel displays the actual visualization

• Color Map Editor enables manipulations of the color encoding applied
to a selected data set or filter in Pipeline Browser

Figure 9: A screen shot of interface of ParaView.

To load a data set in ParaView, we can click File in the top-left corner
and click Open, or we can simply press Ctrl+O. Note that the data will
not be visualized automatically unless its properties have been specified in the
Property Panel, and have been applied for rendering. Figure 9 shows an example
of successfully loading and visualizing the fluid simulation data used to generate
Figure 8 by using the default configuration of data properties. The rest of this
section will demonstrate a step-by-step pipeline of creating the visualization in
Figure 8.

As seen in the Property Panel in Figure 9, the data set is attached with two
fields of the fluid simulation: a pressure field and a velocity field. In this demon-
stration, we will focus on explorations of the movement of the fluid, meaning
that we will show how to create visualization of the velocity field in such a way
that it can be interpreted in a more intuitive fashion.

First, instead of color encoding the pressure field as specified in the default
configuration, we need to color encode the velocity field. To do this, we click
the draggable list under the Coloring option and select velocity, as shown in
Figure 10. There are many additional things we can specify to modify the color
encoding. For instance, we can change the opacity of the color by moving the
slider under the Styling option. We can also manually design the color schema



Figure 10: A screen shot of interface of ParaView.

applied to the visualization by using the Mapping Data interface provided in
the Color Map Editor. In addition, ParaView presets a suite of color schema
that can be chosen by clicking the Choose Preset button as highlighted by
the red circle in Figure 11, where the color schema has been changed from Cool
to Warm to Black-Body Radiation.

In addition to modifying color mapping, ParaView also allows to change
the representation of the display. This can be done by using the draggable list
highlighted by the red circle in Figure 12, where the data has been displayed
using Surface with Edges rather than Surface, which is the default option, in
such a way that the visualization includes more geometrical details of the the
surface extracted from the data set. Other types, e.g. 3D Glyphs, Outlines,
Point Gaussian, Points, Volume, Wireframe, can also be specified according to
the type of data sets and the requirements of specific purposes.

The effectiveness of extracting a surface of this data set to interpret the
velocity field is limited. A more intuitive alternative is using streamlines, which
has been proved as a power technique of visualizing vector field. ParaView
provides a suite of filters that can be used to compute and visualize streamlines.
A filter can be considered as an implementation of a technique which can be
applied to the data set to change the display. To see a full list of ParaView
build-in filters, we can go to the Filters menu as shown in Figure 13. For quick
accessing of a specific filter, we can simply press Ctrl+Space to open a search
dialog and type the name of the filter.

To compute streamlines of our velocity field, we first need to generate a set of
seed points to initiate the integration. We obtain these seed points by applying
the Point Source filter, as seen in Figure 14. Again, we are able to specify



Figure 11: Changing color schema from Cool to Warm to Black-Body Radiation.

Figure 12: Changing representation from Surface to Surface With Edges.



Figure 13: A full list of ParaView build-in filters.

Figure 14: Applying the Point Source filter to obtain a set of seed points for
generating streamlines.



the configurations of this filter, e.g. number of points, center of the point cloud,
and radius of the point cloud, etc., in the Property Panel. Second, we apply the
Stream Tracer With Custom Source filter with the obtained seed points
to compute stream lines, as seen in Figure 15, where the velocity magnitude is
color encoded by using the Cool to Warm color schema. Since the streamlines

Figure 15: Applying Stream Tracer With Custom Source to generate stream-
lines.

in Figure 15 are rendered as polylines and overlap with one another, they are
not easy for the viewer to interpret. We improve this by applying a Tube filter
which creates tubes of streamlines with advanced rendering and shading effects
in such a way that they can be observed more clearly. Figure 16 demonstrates
the visualization of tubes, where the opacity of the surface extracted from the
data set has been set to 0.1 to give an awareness of the contour of the data.

Even though the obtained tubes can imply the paths of the fluid inside of
the tube, they are not able to encode the moving direction of the the fluid. A
straight forward method to include this information is to draw a set of icons,
e.g. arrows, the heads of which indicate the direction. In ParaView, these icons
are categorized as glyphs and can be used by applying the Glyph filter. To
create these arrows, we first apply a Contour filter to the obtained streamlines
to extract a set of seed points for drawing the arrows. As seen in Figure 17, we
change the Contour By option, as highlighted by the bigger red circle, which
specifies the name of the scalar array from which the contour filter will compute
isolines, to IntegrationTime. In addition, we specifies number of points that
will be interpolated inside the range of integration time to 100 by pressing the
button highlighted by the smaller red circle. Once the filter has been applied
successfully, we can get a set point seed points along the streamlines as shown
in Figure 18. Then, we attach a Glyph filter to the Contour filter to draw the



Figure 16: Applying Tube filter to obtained streamlines.

Figure 17: Applying Contour filter to obtained streamlines to get a set of seed
point for drawing the arrows.



Figure 18: Applying Contour filter to obtained streamlines to get a set of seed
point for drawing the arrows.

desired arrows, as shown in Figure 19, where the color represents the magnitude
of the velocity. In this figure, we specify active attributes of glyphs to be velocity,
and scale the arrows using the magnitudes of velocities. Finally, we enable the
displays of the extracted surface of the data set and the tubes of streamlines
simultaneously to enrich the visualization, as seen in Figure 8 in the beginning
of this section.

In addition to showing a static image, it can be more interesting to create an
animation to indicate the movement of the fluid, which can be obtained by using
the animation view. First, we click the View menu and select Animation
View option to enable a new panel on the bottom of the screen, as seen in
Figure 20. In this panel, we can specify the configurations of the animation.
For instance, we need to add the obtained contour and its attached glyphs to
the animation, select a mode of the animation, e.g. the Real Time mode, and
assign the duration of the animation. Then we can play the animation by using
the interface highlighted by a red rectangle. A demo video of this animation
can be found at:

this_should_be_the_address_of_the_video

this_should_be_the_address_of_the_video


Figure 19: Attaching Glyph filter to Contour filter to draw arrows the heads of
which indicate directions.

Figure 20: Enabling the Animation View in ParaView and configuring anima-
tion settings.
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